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In the last few years the ride with a Gondola, Aerial Tramway, Funicular, Shuttle in different 
areas became more and more a special experience.  We would like to show you the different 
passenger configuration possibilities as well as heated seats and cabins.  We will also discuss the 
VIP cabins that include: Special Theme cabins, Sauna cabins, and others 
 
In a second part of our paper we would like to inform you about special tests we did for research 
and development reasons, such as: 
• Fire tests 
• Crash tests 
• Wind Tunnel tests 
• Window forces 
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Development of passenger cabins in various categories has continued to advance.  We qill look 
at developments in the following areas: 
• design 
• level walk in 
• ski racks 
• seating comfort 
• VIP*****/VIP******* 
• restaurant 
• MP3 player 






CWA conducts tests according to codes 
• static tests 
• dynamic tests 
• finite elemets calculation 
 
 
Additional CWA tests on our own 
• water 
• wind tunnel 
• windows push out 
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